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            Meet the Spring E-Team Program Cohort

            These 25 teams are tackling pressing global challenges facing society, healthcare, and the environment.

                            Read More    
                     
            
        


    

        
            
    


        
            Rose Rock Ascend Program

            Energy startups, prepare for investment with this focused opportunity from VentureWell and Rose Rock Bridge.

                            Apply Now    
                     
            
        


    

        
            
    


        
            Aspire Climatetech

            Prepare for investor engagement. Applications close April 15.

                            Apply Now    
                     
            
        


    

        
            
    


        
            OPENminds Innovator Showcase 2024

            After pitching their cutting-edge innovations at OPEN, three teams won a combined prize pool of $7,000.

                            Read More    
                     
            
        


    

        
            
    


        
            Sustainable Practice Impact Awardee

            ReJoule, our 2024 winner, developed a circular economy for lithium-ion electric vehicle batteries.

                            Read More    
                     
            
        


    

        
            
    


        
            Improving STEM Education

            New white papers offer an interdisciplinary framework for fostering teamwork and student motivation in entrepreneurship programs.

                            Read More    
                     
            
        


    

        
            
    


        
            Deshpande Symposium

            Join us June 12-14 at the University of Maryland. Early Bird pricing ends April 12.

                            Register Today    
                     
            
        


    

     





        
        Our Vision

        We envision a world in which science and technology innovators have the support, training, and access to networks and resources they need to solve the world’s most difficult problems.
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	Our Work
	Our Impact
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                            VentureWell is on a mission to cultivate a pipeline of inventors, innovators, and entrepreneurs driven to solve the world’s biggest challenges and to create lasting impact.



We foster collaboration among the best minds from research labs, classrooms, and beyond to advance innovation and entrepreneurship education and to provide unique opportunities for STEM students and researchers to fully realize their potential to improve the world.
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                            Early-Stage Innovators

                            We work directly with a variety of early-stage innovators to help them bring their ideas to market through workshops and training, coaching and mentoring, funding and awards.                            

                            Learn More
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                            Faculty Initiatives

                            We support faculty in developing programs that cultivate student innovators and promote institutional change through grants, workshops, training, and conferences.                            

                            Learn More
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                            I&E Networks

                            We create and build networks to strengthen the innovation and entrepreneurship ecosystem, both nationally and within individual organizations and schools.                            

                            Learn More
                        
    
                    
                

                
                
                        

                                                            
                                
                                                                
                                

                                $29M+

                                in Grants Awarded by VentureWell                                

                                                            
                                
                                                                
                                

                                1,200+

                                Institutions Have Participated in Our Programs                                

                                                            
                                
                                                                
                                

                                16,000+ 

                                Early-Stage Innovators Trained by VentureWell                                

                                                            
                                
                                                                
                                

                                $5.7B+

                                in Follow-On Funding Raised by Early-Stage Ventures We Supported                                

                             
                        
                

        

    




    
        
        Check out our blog
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            Ideas & Impact

            Here are our top stories, new ideas & reflections.
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            Reskilling: READI Is Gamifying Workforce Training Through a Virtual Reality Learning Platform

            Elissa Russell, CEO and founder of READI, and Timesha Brooks, COO of READI, share their unique path to entrepreneurship with the support of the E-Team Program.

            Read more
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            From End Zone to Market: Reaction Technologies Tackles ‘Heads Up’ Concussion Safety

            Brandon Martin, CEO of Reaction Technologies, shares his unique path to entrepreneurship with the support of the Aspire program.

            Read more
            

            

             

     





    
        Events & Opportunities
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        Aspire Climatetech

        Climatetech startups prepare for investor engagement with Aspire.        

                Learn More
                

        
        
                
            
                Apply Now

                
            

        
        E-Team Program

        We support student ventures as they embark down the path to entrepreneurship.        

                Apply Now
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	        Sign up to receive updates from Venturewell
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